Bays, Bows & Garden Windows

Bay and Bow windows combine the form and function of multiple window units. As shown above, this bay is configured with a central fixed picture window flanked by operable casement windows. They can accent a large living space, create a focal point for the interior decorating or add a new dimension to an existing room. Bay or bow windows are ideal for replacing large cumbersome sliding window units or picture windows. The additional glass surface creates a warm ambiance of light and visibility. Operating systems within the unit increase ventilation while fixed lite units allow for maximum daylight. Bay and bow window units are manufactured in a multitude of styles and layouts to augment both a home's interior and exterior design.

Whether choosing the clean, crisp simplicity of clear glass casements and double hung or the traditional warmth afforded by internal grids, Bay/Bow windows make a statement of sophistication and style. They enlarge any room without prolonged and expensive remodeling. Choose from 7 interior finishes and 6 exterior colors to compliment your decor. Open your home to watch the seasons change through a beautiful Bay or Bow window.
An interior view of the 7000 Series Bow Window

7000 Series Garden Windows

All Vinyl Welded Garden Windows will add beauty and distinction to your home...

Available in a variety of styles, sizes and configurations.